HITTING TARGETS
BRONZE MEDAL PACKAGE
2½ HOURS -------------------------------------------------------------------- $200P.P MIN 10PP

The aim of this session is to get the Team out of the office and enjoying breaking
targets.
Bronze Medal Schedule (Start times may vary)
9.30 Meet & Greet at the range, complete any paperwork.
10.00 Commence basic shotgun and range safety, gun selection/fitting &
shotgun handling and firing techniques
10.15 Practical shooting instruction and coaching – warm up practice … until the
participants get the general hang of it
10.30 3 Way Duel
11.00 Pigeon Pairs
11.30 “Quick Draw DUEL” – who is the fastest gun?
11.50 Photos & Prize ceremony
12:00 Finish
Upgrades


SHOOT FOR A CAUSE
Hitting Targets will make a cash donation to the registered charity of your choice (to
the value of $50 (60% or less hit) $100 (80% or less hit) or $200 (more than 80% hit)
based on the Team’s collaborative score during the themed or main game. They will
also offer 2 of their “Come Have A Shot Session” Gift Vouchers to the Charity for
raffling or auctioning. Hitting Targets will make their cash and certificate donation
but we ask your Company equals or betters our donation.



FLASH TARGET LABELS (ADD ½ HOUR)

$750



The group may wish to write goals or tasks or fears etc. onto our sticky labels and we
place them on flash targets filled with fluoro dust – the group then blasts the targets
away.
CONFERENCE ROOM
$450
- AV equipment
- Tea/coffee facility
- Bottled water and mints on tables



TIME UPGRADE

$50P.P MIN CHARGE $750

Add an additional hour of shooting on to your session.


CATERING
 Basic BBQ on range $30 p.p. (min. 15 pp)
 Fully catered gourmet BBQ in air conditioned venue $45 p.p. (min. 25 pp)
 On range assorted sandwiches/wraps $25 p.p. (min. 20 pp)
 On range individual snacks and soft drinks(nuts/fruit salad etc.) $22 p.p. (min.
charge $250)
 After session networking drinks $52 p.p. (min. 20 pp)
 After session cocktails POA
 Morning or afternoon tea on range from $25 p.p. (min. 20 pp)
Extras:



coffee van starting from $500 for 2 hours
air conditioned catering venue add $400
- Any other suggestions and we will endeavor to cater for it.
- We will try hard to meet your dietary requirements
- We can pause the shooting whilst you eat and then come
back to it
- Catering can however be organised for any amount or
menu
- Juices and soft drinks included with lunches.
- Chilled water is supplied throughout the shooting session.

